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A reader asks:
Interesting and convincing books about interesting ways ETs have affected humans include two well
researched ones, which make the case that early pagan religions and The Old Testament were strongly
influenced by ET caused events.
Included are ancient Egyptian stories in which supposed gods were actually helpful ETs who employed
unknown technologies. The logic of the ideas made sense.
I was looking at a website with extensive information channeled from Archangel Michael. One message
said the Egyptian pyramids were constructed using many laborers, hoists and lubricants. I have never
bought into this. Several years ago scientists attempted to prove this construction method, but could
not.
Q1.
Would you say it is true that some of the stories told in pagan religions are actually based on
events which directly involved the activities of ETs?
C:
Yes, many of such stories. Extraterrestrials have been visiting Earth since long before humans
were created, and in fact and deed, most life on Earth, plant and animal both, have been and were
seeded by ET visitors. This occurred first millions of years ago, by Earth time calendarization, and
extensive evolution of many species has occurred, and also extinctions and mutations. There have also
been introductions of a few new species, the most significant in Earth history, what would become
homo sapiens.
Since human creation occurred, there is a prime directive which prevents interference and distortion
beyond effects from human choices and natural geophysical or astral forces.
Humans may however choose widely known interaction, and have. Few humans do so nowadays - either
believe or choose - and general beliefs are that alien extraterrestrial visitation does not occur. There are
more than a few people in many government organizations or tohers controlled by central authorities,
who both know otherwise and will not disclose their experiences or knowledge.
Q2.
C:

I ask the same thing about the Bible’s Old Testament.
Many events contain extraterrestrial involvement or partial causation.

Q3.
I ask the same thing about many of the events involving supposed gods in the ancient Egyptian
period.
C:
Such gods were often extraterrestrials but Guardian Angel Guide intervention is also prominent
in such events. The manna from heaven which saved the fleeing Hebrew slaves was coordinated by the
Guardian Angels Guides of the many escapees and also alien extraterrestrial visitors.
Q4.
What specifically can you tell us about how the Egyptian Pyramids were constructed, and were
any ETs involved?

C:
The pyramids were built by extraterrestrial visitors entirely, using anti-gravity or gravity
neutralization devices. As we have explained before, magnetism and gravity are essentially the same
force, gravity the effect from what occurs inside an atom, magnetism the effect outside the atom, in
certain materials which are conductive and have other atomic structural properties. Aluminum is
conductive as is copper, but these two cannot be magnetized. The material which manifests its gravity
outwardly on Earth is iron, what humans have assigned element number twenty six.
Q5.
Were any particular technologies used to construct the pyramids which we are not familiar with?
C:
Yes, the anti-gravity device, which we have explained in detail here before. To briefly
summarize, this device reverses polarity of the atomic component rotation, or to be chemically precise,
takes advantage of the reversal of proton, neutron and electron rotation and revolution. The electrons
rotate in the opposite direction in one mass, and this cancels the effect of gravity pull upon that mass,
from surrounding masses of material.
The stones were reverse polarized at the atomic level and simply rose silently as the gravitational effects
were - and can be - suspended, stopped or halted.
Q6.
Lastly, if any of the above was the case, why were those ETs subsequently withdrawn?
C:
Extraterrestrials have never withdrawn from Earth, humans have chosen to receive and initiate
less and less contact. Visitors to your planet Earth who come from other planets and sometimes
galaxies, have cloaked, covered and concealed their presence in precise proportion and coordination
with the fade in human interest.
You might well say there is interest and we agree, however there is also mass hysteria waiting to be
unleashed if the revelation of alien extraterrestrial presence is carried out in certain ways. Humans have
chosen to teach, develop and reinforce the ideas now very common about alien extraterrestrials. This
choice stops and slows the public disclosure, because humans have chosen leaders who conceal the
contacts.
Choose new leaders, a process which will follow human idea changes that indicate many of you, a
majority, will not "freak out" as is a common way to describe a reaction many among you would
typically display.

